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Structural transformation of hot dense water ice is investigated by combining synchrotron x-ray
diffraction and a laser-heating diamond anvil cell above 25 GPa. A transition from the body-
centered-cubic (bcc) to face-centered-cubic (fcc) oxygen atoms sublattices is observed from 57 GPa
and 1500 K to 166 GPa and 2500 K. That is the structural signature of the transition to fcc-superionic
(fcc-SI) ice. The sign of the density discontinuity at the transition is obtained and a phase diagram
is disclosed, showing an extended fcc-SI stability field. Present data also constrain the stability field
of the bcc-superionic (bcc-SI) ice up to 100 GPa at least. The current understanding of warm dense
water ice based on ab initio simulations is discussed in the light of present data.

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

Introduction. The polymorphism of ice under pressure
is extraordinarily rich, with a remarkable diversity of oxy-
gen atoms sublattices up to about 3 GPa [1]. Above this
pressure, the structures are essentially built on a body-
centered cubic (bcc) oxygen sublattice, the first one be-
ing ice VII. By transiting to ice X, about 60 GPa, H2O
ice reaches a symmetric H-bonding regime in which in-
dividual H2O molecules are no longer discernible [2–4].
Instead, the hydrogen atoms are located midway between
nearest neighbor oxygen atoms. Ice X is an ionic solid
which has been measured stable up to at least 170 GPa
at 300 K [5]. Upon heating, the hydrogen bond weakens
and ice VII is expected to transform into a superionic
(SI) phase in which a rigid oxygen sublattice coexists
with mobile protons [6].

There is a great current interest in studying the phases
and the properties of warm dense ice. Those are needed
to model the planetary interiors of Uranus, Neptune, and
other ice giant exoplanets being discovered [7]. Under
planetary interior conditions, part of the ice layer is pro-
jected to be in a superionic (SI) state. The protonic con-
ductivity associated to SI ice should have implications
for the magnetic field of the Neptune-like planets [8]. SI
ice was first predicted to have a fcc oxygen sublattice [9].
Then, early ab-initio simulations considered SI ice with a
bcc oxygen sublattice, as a high temperature analogue of
ice X [10]. Many ab-initio studies have now been devoted
to disclose the phase diagram of SI ice [10–14]. Various
structures are proposed to be stable below 1 TPa with
bcc, fcc and other close-packed (cp) oxygen sublattices.
The stability field and the properties of these various
forms of superionic ice is currently debated.

Several experimental works have aimed at finding evi-
dence for the existence of SI ice. Difficulties arise because
it is challenging to confine reactive hot-dense H2O and

because of the weak x-ray scattering power of the H2O
sample. Several static compression studies have claimed
indirect evidences of bcc-SI ice, mainly by observing a
kink on the melting curve. However, there is a lack of
consensus among these various melting line determina-
tions [15–18]. A clear evidence for superionic conduction
in water ice was obtained by shock wave optical proper-
ties measurements [19]. Structural changes associated to
the transition to the SI state were then measured by x-ray
diffraction (XRD). First, multiple-shocks dynamic com-
pression of ice combined with XRD reported evidence of
the fcc-SI phase, labeled ice XVIII, above 160 GPa [20].
However, coupling XRD to dynamic compression is chal-
lenging and only one Bragg reflection could be followed,
ascribed at low pressure to the bcc (110) and after a
+2.7% d-spacing discontinuity to the fcc (111). Sub-
sequently, clear evidence of the transition from bcc to
bcc-SI ice could be observed close to the melting line
above 14.6 GPa and 850 K, associated to a volume dis-
continuity of +2.2(1)%, by performing synchrotron x-ray
diffraction measurements in the resistively-heated dia-
mond anvil cell [21]. The aim of the present study is:
i) to remove any ambiguities in that first claim of the
observation of fcc-SI by obtaining a more complete fcc
structural signature and by ruling out possible metasta-
bility effects associated to dynamic compression; ii) to
disclose the phase diagram of superionic ice by covering
the phase space between the observation of bcc-SI up to
45 GPa and that of fcc-SI above 160 GPa. A very recent
static compression study [22], published during the re-
view of the present work, has confirmed the existence of
both bcc-SI and fcc-SI ices but the reported fcc-SI stabil-
ity field is different from the one disclosed from dynamic
compression. In contrast here below, the present results
are consistent with both dynamic compression data [20]
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FIG. 1. Typical XRD patterns associated to the CO2 laser
heating configuration, as obtained for the heating run at 57
GPa. a) Section of the X-ray diffraction 2D images collected
at 57 GPa-1560 K (left), -1320 K (middle) and -300 K (right),
respectively above and below the bcc-fcc transition and after
the heating cycle. The Bragg peaks of bcc and fcc phases of ice
are tagged. b) XRD patterns. The intensity of the diffraction
peaks is displayed in a log scale. The spectra have been shifted
vertically and the peaks coming from the diamond anvils have
been masked for clarity. The double peak structure of bcc 110
at 1320 K is indicative of the transition to bcc-SI. The inset
shows a sketch of a cross-sectional view of the H2O sample
cavity under direct CO2 laser heating, with the hot ice volume
in red.

and the most recent theoretical calculations [14].

Experimental approach. Experiments were performed
on water samples compressed in membrane diamond
anvil cells. The complete experimental methods are given
in the Supplemental Material file (SM)[23]. Two different
configurations were used for laser-heating the H2O sam-
ple. First, by using a CO2 laser which is directly absorbed
by the H2O sample. Doing so, a hot H2O volume can be
embedded within the cold H2O sample, hence providing a
good confinement of this reactive sample. This approach
recently enabled us to measure the melting line of H2O
using XRD up to 45 GPa [21]. In the present work, such
measurements were performed on two samples up to 62
GPa. At higher pressures, that approach becomes inop-
erative possibly because of a reduced absorption of the
10.6 µm radiation by the H2O sample. Therefore, for
pressures of about 70 GPa and above, an indirect heat-
ing of H2O sample was implemented, based on the use
of a boron-doped diamond absorber (C:B) disk, similarly

to our previous works on the melting curve of N2 and
Au [24, 25]. The drawing of the sample configuration is
shown in Fig. 2b. In that case, a YLF laser is used to
effectively heat the (C:B) disk, which is FIB-machined in
a cupped form. The typical dimension of the cup heater,
hence of the hot dense ice volume probed, was 12 µm in
diameter and 5-6 µm in depth. The C:B disk was placed
at the center of a FIB-machined pit on one diamond anvil
culet. Two samples successfully reached the H2O fcc-SI
phase, with heating ramps around 100 GPa and 160 GPa,
respectively.

Angular dispersive XRD experiments were conducted
at the ID27 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radi-
ation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). The 0.3738 Å
x-ray beam was focused to a 3×3 µm2 spot and the
diffraction signal was collected on a 165-mm diameter
MAR CCD detector. A multi-channel collimator (MCC)
was used in the CO2 laser heating run [26]. This de-
vice significantly reduces the Compton contribution of
the diamond anvils, resulting in a flat background over
which the sample signal is clearly seen, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. However, the use of a MCC significantly increases
the acquisition time since it also filters out part of the
H2O sample signal. The MCC was not used in the YLF
laser heating configuration. The typical XRD patterns
obtained in that case are shown in Fig. 2b. The diffrac-
tion peaks of ice and of the C:B disk are clearly observed
above the Compton contribution of the diamond anvils.
A detailed description of the laser-heating setup is given
elsewhere [27, 28].

Temperature was estimated from the sample thermal
emission collected over 550–950 nm from both sides of
the LH-DAC and fitted with the Planck formula within
a grey body approximation [29]. Temperature could be
measured only above 1000 K and temperature uncer-
tainty was estimated to be less than ±300 K (see section
IB of SM). We note that in both heating configurations,
a large temperature gradient is present over the sample
thickness, as evidenced by the presence of both cold (∼
300 K) and hot diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns. As
shown in Refs. [21, 30], even in the presence of such large
temperature gradients, the effective pyrometric temper-
ature corresponds, within 5 %, to the peak temperature.

Sample pressure was estimated from the measured
volumes of the hot diamond absorber or cold gold
liner [31, 32], depending on the heating configuration (see
section IA of SM). The pressure uncertainty is estimated
about ±4 GPa in the 100 GPa range [24].

Structural evidence of bcc-SI and fcc-SI phases. For
all the runs, x-ray diffraction patterns were collected
by keeping the force on the DAC piston constant and
by gradually increasing and stabilizing the temperature
in steps so to enable XRD and pyrometry measure-
ments. Doing so, the pressure measured along the heat-
ing ramps remained quasi constant. The initial ramp
pressure ranged from 27 to 170 GPa. A XRD pattern was
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FIG. 2. Typical XRD patterns associated to the YLF laser
heating configuration, as obtained for the heating run at 166
GPa. a) Section of the XRD 2D images collected at 166 GPa-
1750 K (left) and 166 GPa-2500 K (right) collected just be-
fore and after the bcc-fcc transition. Tick marks indicate the
Bragg peak positions of the compounds present in the sample
chamber. The diamond anvil diffraction peaks are tagged in
blue and masked. b) Integrated XRD patterns of water mea-
sured at several temperatures around 166 GPa. The spec-
tra have been shifted vertically for clarity. The inset shows
a sketch of a cross-sectional view of the H2O sample cavity
with the C:B absorber disk positioned in a pit made on the
anvil tip.

also measured at ambient temperature after each heating
ramp so to check for the chemical integrity of the H2O
sample.

Using CO2 laser heating, the transition from the in-
sulating bcc ice VII or ice VII’ to the bcc-SI ice [6, 21]
could be clearly observed at 27, 33, 40 and 57 GPa, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1 ( see also supplementary part II.A and
Figs. S3 and S4).The discontinuous density drop at the
bcc to bcc-SI transition was revealed by the appearance
of novel bcc diffraction peaks well separated from those
of ice VII/VII’ at 300K. Before the transition, only an
asymmetric broadening of the diffraction peaks towards
low angle is observed, associated to the contribution of
the hot ice VII/VII’ convoluted with that at 300 K. In the
higher-pressure runs performed under YLF laser heating,
it is difficult to ascertain the existence of a bcc-SI phase

from the diffraction patterns. A significant broadening
(see Fig. 2) of the diffraction peaks due to deviatoric
stress is observed which also becomes asymmetric at high
temperature due to the temperature gradient.

The transition from bcc to fcc ice could be clearly ob-
served for both heating configurations. Under CO2 laser
heating, with the appearance of the (111) and (200) re-
flections around 1400(150) K and 1600(150) K at 57 GPa
and 62 GPa respectively, as shown in Fig 1 (and Fig. S4).
Note that higher-angle reflections cannot be accessed due
to the angular aperture limitation of the MCC. Under
YLF laser heating, the MCC was not used and the (220)
reflection could be detected in addition to (111) and (200)
ones above 1850(200) K at 95 GPa (see Fig. S5) and
around 2500 K at 166 GPa (see Fig. 2).

It should be noted that the bcc phase is still observed
on XRD patterns collected at temperatures greater than
the bcc-fcc transition temperature, because of the tem-
perature gradient within the sample. However, above the
transition temperature, the volume-per-molecule of bcc
ice does not vary from its value at the bcc-fcc transition
point, whereas the one of fcc shows a thermal expansion
with increasing temperature, (as illustrated in Fig. S6
for the 57 GPa heating ramp). The densities of the bcc
and fcc phases in equilibrium at the transition point are
thus estimated at the lowest temperature where the fcc
phase is detected. For P < 60 GPa, fcc is in equilibrium
with bcc-SI which is well identified. For P > 60 GPa,
the bcc-SI is not clearly observed, so the density of the
”hot” bcc ice is deduced from the deconvolution of the
bcc reflections into two contributions, one coming from
the heated sample volume and the other from the sample
part in contact with the anvils which remains ”cold” (i.e.
at 300 K). As seen in Fig. 3, the fcc phase ice is observed
to have a slightly higher density than the bcc one for all
the characterized transition points, yet the value of this
density difference is within uncertainties.

EOS data. The measured densities of ice at various P-
T conditions are plotted in Fig. 3, together with previous
data from static [5, 21, 33–35] and dynamic [20] com-
pression experiments. They are compared to ab-initio
calculations using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation (XC) functional for the insulating
bcc (phases VII/VII’) [36], and for the SI bcc and SI fcc
ices [13]. Below 60 GPa, experimental and PBE densities
of the insulating bcc ice are in very good agreement. For
P>60 GPa, the scatter in the 300 K experimental data
significantly increases and the densities deviate from the
PBE curve. These scatter and deviation could originate
from deviatoric stress and pressure gradients in the ice
sample, as observed in the present experiments. Indeed,
our 300 K data measured after laser heating – which is
known to, at least partially, release deviatoric stress – fall
closer to the PBE curve calculated for perfect hydrostatic
conditions. Furthermore, PBE densities agree very well
with the high-T (400-1000 K) resistive heating DAC data
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FIG. 3. Comparison between calculated and measured densi-
ties versus pressure for bcc, bcc-SI and fcc-SI ice. The color
scale corresponds to the temperature of the hot spot mea-
sured by spectroradiometry. The symbols indicate experi-
mental data of present work and previous works [5, 21, 33–35].
Pressure values for Ref. [5] were corrected to account for the
updated ruby scale [37]. Full, dotted and dashes lines indicate
DFT-PBE calculations for bcc, bcc-SI and fcc-SI [13, 36], re-
spectively.

for the insulating ice VII/VII’ [21, 34, 35] which should
be less affected by deviatoric stresses.

The density of bcc-SI, measured in Ref. [21] and here
to 60 GPa, is significantly lower than that of the insulat-
ing ice VII/VII’. The difference is seen to increase with
pressure, as predicted by calculations [13, 36]. Above 60
GPa, the diffraction peaks of the insulating and SI bcc
phases overlap but the densities extracted from the ”hot”
component are in closer agreement with the extrapola-
tion of the lower-P data for bcc SI than for insulating
ice up to 100 GPa. This suggests that the stability field
of bcc SI extends to at least 100 GPa. By contrast, the
densities above 120 GPa and up to 2000 K fall close to
the PBE values for the bcc phases, which seems to indi-
cate that, above 120 GPa, bcc ice remains insulating up
to the transition to the fcc-SI.

Phase diagram. The measured data points are posi-
tioned on the H2O phase diagram in Fig. 4, with symbols
differentiating whether only bcc, or bcc and fcc phases
are observed. The boundary line between the bcc and
fcc-SI phases is thereof constrained between 50 and 166
GPa and it is seen to have a positive slope up to at least
120 GPa. Since the measured volume of fcc-SI is less than
the one of bcc at all transition pressures, the Clapeyron
relation implies that, up to 120 GPa at least, the entropy
of fcc-SI should be less than the bcc one. That is only

possible if the bcc phase at the transition is also supe-
rionic. This is consistent with observations made above
based on XRD and density data. At 160 GPa, our mea-
sured densities suggest the bcc phase to be insulating at
the transition. Since we expect an increase in entropy go-
ing from the insulating bcc to fcc-SI, the Clapeyron slope
should then be negative at this pressure. This would im-
ply a maximum transition temperature on the bcc-fcc
transition line of about 2300 (±300) K, located between
120 and 160 GPa, as illustrated in Fig. 4. We also note
that present static data connect well with those obtained
by dynamic compression [20]. This indicates that the
latter are not affected by kinetic nor deviatoric stress ef-
fects.

The bcc-fcc transition lines obtained by various DFT
calculations [11–14], all using the PBE functional, are
shown in Fig. 4. Among these largely scattered predic-
tions, it can be seen that the most recent work by Cheng
et al [14] is in nice agreement with the experimental phase
diagram disclosed by the present static and previous dy-
namic compression studies [20]. Ref. [14] used a machine
learning potential trained on DFT-PBE simulations to
run large scale simulations with advanced free energy
methods to carefully estimate the entropy which appears
crucial for a correct location of the boundary lines. Fur-
thermore, these calculations predict a region of stability
for the bcc-SI phase before the transition to fcc-SI up to
about 120 GPa, which is consistent with present experi-
mental data.

The phase diagram obtained by a recent experimental
work [22] is compared with our results in Fig. S7. Both
studies used the same techniques, i.e. laser heating in a
DAC coupled with X-ray diffraction, but their findings
show significant differences, notably in the stability do-
mains of bcc-SI and fcc-SI ices. Indeed, (1) the fcc-SI
phase appears for P > 29 GPa in Ref. [22], while both
Ref. [21] and the present work do not find evidence of it
below 45 GPa; (2) the transition temperature between
the bcc and fcc-SI phases increases much more rapidly
in Ref. [22] than found both in Ref. [20] and here, the
difference reaching ∼1500 K at 150 GPa. Such a discrep-
ancy could originate from the difficulties in measuring the
sample temperature and in detecting the appearance of
the phases due to temperature gradients and weak x-ray
scattering power of ice.

Conclusion. The present structural data, collected
with two distinct laser heating configurations, provide
a clear observation of the transitions from bcc to bcc-SI
and to fcc-SI phases in water ice. A novel phase diagram
is disclosed, composed of insulating bcc ice VII/VI’/X at
low T, bcc-SI ice from 14 GPa up to at least 120 GPa
for T in the range 850-2000 K, and of fcc-SI ice above
∼50 GPa and ∼1400 K. The present findings agree very
well with previous dynamic compression experiments and
theoretical calculations based on advanced simulations
methods.
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